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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

REPORT 

Subject: BELLSHILL TOWN CENTRE 
ACTION PLAN - PHASE 1. 

Date: 25 August 2005 Ref: HQ/lT/04/15 

Purpose of Report 

The purpose of this report is to advise the Panel on the progress of the Traffic Management 
Schemes for Bellshill and the future proposals to fulfil the requirements of the Bellshill Town 
Centre Action Plan. 

Background 

In 1998, NLC and SEL jointly commissioned the Bellshill Traffic Management study, and 
Consultants Colin Buchanan & Partners were appointed to undertake the work of 
examining and analysing traffic movements including pedestrian and public transport, 
parking and servicing arrangements. The aim of the study was to develop a revised traffic 
management scheme which amongst other things would improve the pedestrian and 
shopping environment on Bellshill and promote retail vitality. 

In 2000, the Consultants submitted their final survey and option testing reports, by testing 
7 options. These options had the objectives of minimising unnecessary traffic movement, 
reducing congestion, optimising parking opportunities, improving the operating conditions 
for public transport and improving Road Safety. Each option was evaluated to determine 
the benefits and disbenefits of each scheme which resulted in three of the options being 
selected for further examination. An additional option (8) was developed incorporating 
features of the three, and all four options formed the basis of the public consultation 
exercise undertaken in May/June 2001 which included a series of public meetings and a 
public exhibition. Responses to a questionnaire indicated that 86% of the respondents 
considered option 8 to be the most appropriate solution to Bellshill’s traffic problems. 

Having undertaken a wider consultation exercise with Statutory Authorities and local 
organisations and having analysed the relative merits of the options, option 8 was 
considered to be the one to take forward to address the traffic management and other aims 
within the Bellshill Town Centre study area. It was acknowledged that some elements 
were aspirational and their feasibility had to be determined, new traffic regulation orders 
would require to be promoted and further detailed design work would be necessary to 
determine the costs involved in implementing the plan. Only on completion of all these 
processes, including the securing of the necessary funding, could the Action Plan be 
implemented. 
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2.4 Option 8 was approved by the Planning & Environment Committee as the basis for the 
Bellshill Town Centre Action Plan in January 2002 when it was agreed that detailed design 
works would be undertaken to obtain estimates of implementation costs. A general 
description of the features and effects of this option with a plan of the proposals are 
indicated in Appendix 1. 

2.5 During 2002/03, preliminary design work was carried out by the Department's Roads 
Design Team to determine the feasibility of the 6 roundabout junction improvements 
identified in Option 8. This exercise also identified the sequence in which the junction 
improvements should be made in order to cause least disruption and maintain traffic 
movements through the town. As an initial step, to reduce the volume of traffic using the 
Town Centre and particularly at the Cross, the greatest benefit would be achieved by the 
construction of three roundabouts at Gartcosh WalklBelgrave Street, Gartcosh WalklNorth 
Road and Glebe StreetlHamilton Road. This became phase 1 of the Action Plan, and 
enabled Main Street West to be closed at the Cross thus speeding up the cycle time at the 
signals. 

2.6 The preliminary costs estimated for the construction of the first three roundabouts was 
f 1,573,000 (Belgrave Street f748,OOO; North Road f473,OOO: Glebe Street f352,OOO). 
These costs did not allow for service diversions, which would have a large affect on the 
timing and programming of the works. In order to reduce delay and progress the first 
phase of the roadworks, it was necessary to work up the detailed designs for the 
roundabouts to allow for the preparation of tender documents. This would enable the 
procurement of public utility service information and costs which it was recognised would 
be extensive and costly. The estimated costs for the design fees for this preparatory work 
was f 160,000 and approval to proceed was given at the Economic Regeneration 
Committee meeting of 2"' September 2003. The extent of the Phase 1 work was 
determined to be greater than the Council had staff resources to undertake and a brief was 
prepared for Consultants to prepare the designs and Contract documents. 

2.7 Subsequent to the above Committee meeting, some public utility diversion costs were 
obtained which increased the phase 1 cost to f2,544,000 (Belgrave Street f 1,089,000; 
North Road f890,OOO ; Glebe Street f565,OOO). This was reported to the Bellshill Area 
Committee on 20 November 2003 and was the latest estimate available when the brief was 
issued to Consultants for tendering. Estimates for future phases of the Action Plan were 
as follows: 

0 f 572 , 000 
0 Roundabout 5, Hamilton Road/A725 Bellshill Road slip f 354,000 
0 Roundabout 6, Motherwell Road f328,OOO 
0 Roundabout 7, Crossgates f 328,000 
0 Main Street East streetscape f 330,000 

Roundabout 4, Hamilton Road at Farmgate Square 

No specific approved funding has been allocated for any of the above works, which will 
require to be accommodated from the general Planning Town Centre capital programme. 

2.8 In January 2004, the design brief was issued to six consultants for tendering. The 
timetable proposed tender return on 5 March, consultants appointed in April, detailed 
design work commencing in May with a site start on one roundabout by December 2004. 
These dates, which were based on meeting early Committees and encountering few design 
problems, proved in hindsight to be optimistic. The tenders were checked with the 
intention of placing a Committee Report before the Economic Regeneration Committee on 
16 March 2004. This tender issue had been carried out simultaneously with a similar 
contract for the procurement of design services for Wishaw Town Centre works, the same 
consultants having tendered for both. Halcrows Group Ltd. submitted the lowest tenders 
for both projects, their price being well below the other tenderers. Halcrows also offered a 
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further reduction in cost of f 3,000 if they were awarded both tenders. The tender received 
consisted of a single page letter with a lump sum for undertaking all the works in the brief. 
There was no breakdown of costs from which it could be determined if the scope of the 
brief was being met and the low tender price gave rise to concern that the full project 
supervision requirement had not been included in the price. 

Given the significant tender price difference between Halcrow and the other tenderers and 
the concern that they had not included for all the works in the brief, discussions were 
undertaken with all six companies to ensure that they had all correctly priced the works 
defined in the brief. This ensured that fairness and best value was being obtained in the 
tender process. Halcrows at this point increased their tender by f 15,000 to include for site 
supervision but they were still the lowest tender by a considerable margin. Despite this 
process, there were still some misgivings that Halcrows had incorrectly priced the contract 
and the Director of Administration was consulted. The advice received was that there was 
no legal justification for not appointing the lowest tender and a Committee Report was 
subsequently prepared recommending acceptance of the Halcrow’s tender. 

Unfortunately, this process delayed the report, which missed the Committee date of 16 
March. It was submitted to the next available Economic Regeneration Committee on 25 
May 2004 which accepted the tender submitted by Halcrow Group. Halcrows were 
appointed on the 15 June and the first project inception meeting was held on 29 June, two 
months behind the intended timescale. 

Since the design work commenced in July 2004, the Consultant has not achieved the 
desired progress despite continual management and prompting by this Department. The 
initial designs carried out by Halcrows have had to be amended on a number of occasions 
and the Consultant has been slow to carry out the necessary traffic surveys or determine 
the public utility requirements all of which are required to finalise the design. This has 
resulted in further delays to the project. 

As the designs have progressed on the three junctions in phase I ,  various design problems 
have arisen which have necessitated changes and resultant delays. In order to achieve a 
roundabout that operates within capacity at North Road/Gartcosh Walk, its size is in excess 
of 60 metres diameter and extends well into land outwith the Council’s control with the 
resultant effect on the underpass. To acquire land and rebuild the underpass, would have 
involved exorbitant costs. Similarly at Glebe StreeVHamilton road, the space is not 
available to construct a suitable standard of roundabout and the proposal is now to install 
traffic signals. This additional design work added to the overall delay, especially as the 
Consultant was not particularly pro-active in carrying out his remit. 

In order to minimise the delays caused by the redesign process, the Council took the 
decision to concentrate on designing the Belgrave Street roundabout in isolation, as this 
junction required to be treated first to ease the traffic impact on the other junctions. 
Planning approval was granted for this project in June 2005. Extensive public Utility 
diversions are required costing around f960,000, the bulk of which is required for the 
diversion of 3 “Telewest” Trunk cables. Despite our expressed concern in relation to 
progress, Halcrows have not displayed any urgency in meeting with the Public Utilities to 
try and discuss or renegotiate less costly alternatives for the services diversion works. 
Eventually, and after much prompting from the Department, Halcrows arranged a meeting 
with Telewest and our staff at which agreement was reached in principle that protection of 
the cables would be an acceptable option if sufficient cover is achieved, with a possible 
saving in the order of f400,OOO to the Council. 
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2.14 A contract, which has been let by Halcrows, for the site investigation works and the 
excavation of trial holes to expose services at Belgrave Street, is intended to commence on 
the first week of August. This will signify the start of the physical works on site. This 
contract (value f48,OOO) will be followed by the commencement of services diversion 
works, which has to be completed before the main construction contract can commence. 
A target date for completion of the first roundabout is ApriVMay 2006. 

3. Future Programme 

3.1 Whilst the Belgrave StreeVGartcosh Walk roundabout is under construction, the 
consultations for the Traffic Regulation Orders will commence such that they are in place 
and can be made effective at the appropriate time, ready for the installation of the traffic 
signals at Glebe Street. The Orders include the conversion from one-way to two-way traffic 
at Glebe Street, Hamilton Road between the Cross and Glebe Street and Main Street west 
of the Cross as well as the stopping-up of Main Street West at the Cross. In traffic terms, 
the Glebe Street junction improvement cannot become operational until the Belgrave Street 
Roundabout is complete, but a considerable amount of advance works such as laying cable 
ducts can be carried out. 

3.2 As noted in 2.12, difficulties are being experienced in achieving a suitable design at North 
Road/Gartcosh Walk to meet the traffic capacity demands. There is a current Planning 
application submission for a new food superstore, which is likely to include a complete 
redesign at this junction to achieve access to the store. Further design work by Halcrows 
has been temporarily suspended awaiting the decision on the application. This design 
work is currently fairly well advanced and service diversion information and costs will 
continue to be sought, so that appropriate action can be taken if the superstore proposal is 
not progressed. 

3.3 A design brief is currently under preparation for the Urban Design/Public Realm Masterplan 
by the Planning Projects Team, which will include for the streetscape works in Main Street 
East. 

3.4 While the delays identified above have prevented the scheme from progressing on the 
ground, the original proposals are still achievable and are being progressed. Once the 
phase 1 works are under construction, it is proposed to prepare a brief for the design of 
phase 2 which includes the remaining 4 junction improvements required to complete the 
current traffic management proposals for Bellshill. Phase 1 works will produce the 
greatest benefit to the Town Centre Area and enable a smoother flow of traffic through the 
town. Phase 2 will provide greater benefit to residential areas and the approaches into the 
town from the South. This phase does not require any particular sequencing of the works, 
other than a need to install the signals at Crossgates as the first project. 

4. Sustainability Implications 

4.1 Improvements to the Town Centre will fulfil a number of sustainability criteria including a 
reduction in congestion, and improvements to the shopping environment and the physical 
environment. 
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6 Recommendations 

6.1 It is recommended that Committee note the content of this report and the efforts being made 
by the Department to progress the Town Centre Action Plan works. 

David M. Porch 
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT 
(29 July 2005) 

Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please contact 
Tom Peebles on 01 236 616406. 
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Appendix 1 

BELLSHILL TOWN CENTRE ACTION PLAN 
OPTION 8 

General Description 

This option introduces two-way working to Crossgates which helps to relieve the pressures on Motherwell 
Road and reduce the desire for through traffic to use Orbiston. The one-way section of Main Street 
between Emma Jay Road and North Road, permits the creation of widened footways, on-street service 
bays and possible short term parking. Assigning priority to Motherwell Road at the junction with Main 
Street assists with traffic flow and deters extraneous traffic from Main Street. The closure of Main Street 
West of the Cross further improves the capacity at the Cross and will require a change to two-way traffic 
operation on Glebe Street. The two-way section of Hamilton road between the Cross and Glebe Street 
removes a circuitous detour and provides a more direct link to North Road, avoiding a residential area. 
The option also includes increasing the capacity of the congested North RoadlGartcosh Walk roundabout 
and deals with Road Safety and access issues in Orbiston and Lockett Yett. 

Features 

Effects 

Crossgates 2-way operation 
Hamilton Road 2-way between Main Street and Glebe Street. 
Improved junction at Hamilton RoadlGlebe StreeffNeilson Street. 
Glebe Street 2-way operation. 
Main Street one-way westbound between Emma Jay Road and North Road. 
Cross closed on West side of Main Street. 
New Roundabout at the Gartcosh WalklBelgrave Street Junction to incorporate Lockett Yett View. 
Main Street stopped up in the vicinity of the Sir Matt Busby Sports Centre. 
Roundabout improvement at Gartcosh WalklNorth Road junction. 
Existing opening in Motherwell Road central reservation closed, with the provision of a new 
roundabout south of the garage. 
John Street one-way eastbound from Motherwell Road to Safeway car park. 
New Roundabout at Hamilton Road/Bellshill Road junction. 
New Roundabout at Hamilton Road/Farmgate Square junction. 
Bellshill’s streetscapes to be improved. 

Enhanced pedestrian amenity on Main Street through footway widening. 
Bus access to Main Street maintained. 
Servicing to Main Street improved through loading bays. 
Parking accessibility improved. 
Hamilton Road safety improved. 
Motherwell Road junction safety improved. 
The use of Orbiston as a vehicular through route will be deterred. 
Access to Lockett Yett View improved for residents and emergency vehicles. 
Journey times decreased and congestion significantly reduced. 
Potential for accidents reduced. 
Potential for installing new street furniture, paving, signing, landscaping, floodlighting buildings. 
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